
Yoga at your Desk

It’s 1:30...does your classroom look like this? Wake 
your students up with some simple yoga stretches!

First ask your students to sit up straight and 
take two or three deep breaths.

Stretch the left side up, and then over to the right. 
Hold for 2 or 3 deep breaths. 

With their arms overhead, ask them to hold their 
left wrist with their right hand. 

Do the other side by holding the right wrist with the 
left hand, and stretching up and over to the left. 



Yoga at your Desk

To do a desk version of Downward Dog, have the students 
place their hands on the desk, walk their legs a foot or two 
out, and then fold forward letting the weight of their head 

fall between the arms. If your students have sore wrists from lots of note-taking, 
have them hold one hand out, and stretch each finger 

back separately. 

Use the chairs to do a lunge by placing one foot on 
the chair and the hands on the knee. Lean forward. 

Don’t forget to do this for both legs. 

Then holding onto the whole hand, stretch the wrist by 
pulling the hand downward, with the palm facing in. 



Yoga at your Desk

End with a short meditation. To help the 
students focus and wake up ask them to 
take all their fingertips together, leaving 
space between the palms. They can rest 
their hands on the desk or in their lap. 

Ask them to close their eyes and focus on 
their breath. Tell them that it’s ok if they 
lose focus, and that there’s no “wrong” 
way to meditate. Do this for one or two 

minutes.

For a simpler meditation that is very relaxing ask the 
students to rest their heads down on their desks using 
their hands or anything else as a pillow. Do this for 

about 5 minutes. You can let the students rest like this in 
silence, or you can lead them through a guided 

meditation. You could ask them to visualize themselves 
on a beach, and take them through all the sensory 

experiences (hear the waves, feel the sand on your toes, 
the sun on your back, etc.) You could also ask them to 
relax each part of their body starting by bringing their 

awareness down to their feet and then letting them relax. 
Move up to through the legs, the hips, the spine, etc. Just 

remember to speak slowly, and with a calm tone.


